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Abstract: 
Beside a validation step of numerical models regarding academic tsunami test cases, 
one of the topic of the TANDEM project aims to qualify long distance propagation 
models on real tsunami events. In this context, the Saint-Venant model is used to 
simulate the 2011 Tohoku tsunami in Japan. The numerical resolution is based on a 
well-balanced finite volumes solver on unstructured mesh. The results are compared to 
available near and far shore in-situ data. The numerical accuracy is improved by the use 
of an adaptive mesh refinement method. The relevancy of a non-dispersive model for 
this event is then discussed. 
Keywords: Tsunami, Propagation, Dispersion, Saint-Venant, Non-linear shallow water, 
Validation. 
 
1. Introduction 
The TANDEM project aims to improve knowledge on the tsunami risk on the French 
coasts. A first step of this project is dedicated to validation of CFD models on academic 
test cases of wave propagation and impact on structures; see for instance (PONS et al., 
2015, MARCER et al., 2015; VIOLEAU et al., 2016; PONS et al., 2016). The second 
step of this project concerns the sensitivity of modelling parameters and the definition 
of uncertainties regarding simulations of tsunamis, from the source at large scale up to 
local coastal impacts. According to this methodology, the models are then evaluated on 
real tsunamis events within a third step of the project. In this context the present study 
shows a numerical modelling of the 2011 Tohoku tsunami on a large zone around the 
Japan allowing to evaluate the reliability of the model for simulation of the wave over 
very large scales.  
The numerical soft used in this paper is the EOLENS code developed by Principia and 
IMATH (Institut de Mathématiques de Toulon). 
The first part of the paper deals with a brief presentation of the Saint-Venant model and 
its application regarding tsunamis propagation. Then the finite volume solver and the 
adaptive mesh refinement method used are presented. Finally numerical simulations of 
the 2011 Tohoku tsunami are compared with some available in-situ data. 
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2. The Saint-Venant model for tsunami propagation 
Tsunami is generally referred to any impulse generated gravity wave. It can be 
generated by different kinds of sources. The most common tsunamis are a consequence 
of earthquake, landslide and volcanic explosion. Such events can displace very large 
volume of water from its equilibrium, resulting in gravity waves generation. Depending 
of the tsunami source, the order of magnitude of a tsunami wave length is about several 
tens kilometres. As this horizontal length is much larger than the water depth, vertically 
integrated model are generally used for tsunami propagation.  
A quite simple model is the Saint-Venant one, often called the NLSW model (Non 
Linear Shallow Water), in which the waves are non-dispersive. When dispersive effects 
are important, the Boussinesq or the Green Naghdi model is more adapted.  
When a tsunami come up close to the shore, the wave starts to compresses horizontally 
and grows vertically (shoaling phenomenon). For high shoaling effect, the wave can 
break down as nonlinear phenomena become dominant. Because of the unique vertical 
evaluation of the flow field in the Saint-Venant model, the wave can not break. 
However the wave may converge to a shock for which the characteristic velocity and 
the decreasing wave amplitude are quite well representative of a breaking wave (see for 
instance BONNETON, 2003). Therefore, the Saint-Venant model may be used to 
simulate the tsunami propagation in the whole ocean, from the generation up to the 
coast. But, as even smooth waves converge in a finite time to a shock wave, the wave 
shape may be poorly reproduced (especially for long distance propagation), inducing a 
prematurely loss of energy during wave propagation. This problem may be overcome 
using a dispersive model. 

The two dimensional Saint-Venant system on a variable bathymetry is (with ): 

⨂
2

̿
 

  

(1) 

with  the water height,  the mean horizontal velocity vector,  the gravitational 
constant and  the sea bottom. 
For 0, the model is strictly hyperbolic. This property allows using very reliable 
numerical methods to solve it. They are presented in the next section. 
 
3. Finite Volume method on unstructured mesh 
The computational domain is split in cells or control volumes. Equation (1) without the 
source term is integrated on each cell using the Green formula (where	 /  denotes the 
unit normal vector on the boundary /  between cells k and a) and integrating in time 

from  to . Noting , we have: 

, . /
/

0 (2) 
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For first order space integration, all cells are approximated by their mean values. Thus: 

≅
| |

, ,   (3) 

Next fundamental aspect of finite volume methods concerns the right hand term 
approximation. Indeed, because time and space dependence of ,  are not exactly 
known, the exact integration can’t be done. But, thanks to the hyperbolic property, 
information propagates with finite speed. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the 
interface fluxes are not perturbed during a well-chosen time step and are only dependent 
to cells states on either side of their respective interfaces. It means: 

, . / ≅ , , /   (4) 

The numerical flux F is defined with the Godunov solver (ie. it is computed with the 
exact solution of the 1D Riemann problem at interfaces). Replacing the previous 
approximations (3) and (4) in the equation (2), we get: 

| | ∆ , , /
/

≅ 0 (5) 

Then using the forward Euler scheme we have finally a fully-discrete finite volume 
scheme:  

∆

| |
∑ , , / / ≅ 0 (6) 

To ensure the scheme stability, the time step has to respect the CFL (Courant-Friedrich-
Levy) condition. To increase the accuracy, second order space and time integration can 
be used, see for instance ERSOY et al. (2013) and MARCHE (2005). For the source 
term treatment, the hydrostatic reconstruction of AUDUSSE et al. (2004) is used 
allowing a well-balanced scheme. 
 
4. Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) method 
Solving accurately the Saint-Venant model, even if quite simple, still requires 
significant computational resources for large variety of scales problems (POPINET, 
2011). As modelling the large scale propagation in the ocean with a fine resolution is 
unadapted it may be efficient to dynamically refine the mesh only in interesting areas, 
and then to improve the accuracy while keeping reasonable CPU time. In particular at 
specific locations, for instance along the coast, it may be necessary to refine the grid in 
order to model small-scale features of the bathymetry and onshore infrastructures.  
In the AMR method the computational domain is divided in several blocks, each 
corresponding to the initial unstructured mesh composed of hexahedral cells. These 
blocks are in turn splitted in a Cartesian way. For each refined cells (or blocks), 
averaged values are projected on each sub-cell and fluxes are computed as simply as 
possible to avoid heavy computation. Then, in order to balance the CPU’s load, the cells 
of each block are re-distributed in a fixed number of domains according to the Cuthill-
McKee numbering. The number of domain being fixed, each domain is loaded in a 
given MPI process. The re-numbering and re-meshing being expensive, the mesh is 
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finally kept constant on a time interval, called AMR time-step, given by the smallest 
block (rather by the smallest cell) and the maximum velocity. Details on the 3D BB-
AMR (Block-Based) are given in ALTAZIN et al. (2016) and GOLAY et al. (2015) for 
instance. An illustration is proposed in the figure below.  
For the refinement threshold allowing to select where mesh refinement or coarsening is 
needed, the readers may refer to PONS & ERSOY (2016) which details the method. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of non-structured and non-conforming BB-AMR mesh distributed on 

3 domains. 
 
5. Application of the Saint-Venant model on the 2011 Japan tsunami 
The 11 March 2011 Tohoku-Oki event is exceptionally well documented. Indeed water 
level buoys and seismic sensors close to the epicentre are available allowing to quite 
well characterising the tsunami source. Furthermore, a lot of water level data on buoys 
close to the impacted cities (for instance Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima) and in far field 
are also available. Therefore, this catastrophic event allows qualifying numerical models 
with a good accuracy. 
There are more than twenty different sources available for this tsunami (TAPPIN et al., 
2014). They are mainly referred to a slip on an earthquake fault but as proposed by 
GRILLI et al. (2013), an additional source (a submarine landslide) is also probable for 
this event.  
The tsunami generation used in this paper is taken from SAKATE et al., (2013) who 
have considered a slip source alone and given good propagation results. The slip 
distribution is divided into 55 sub faults. Static sea bottom deformation is calculated by 
a rectangular fault model assuming an elastic half-space (OKADA, 1985). The 
horizontal displacement effects are also considered. Sakate showed the importance of 
horizontal contributions on the tsunami amplitude. For the inversion, the linear shallow 
water equations are numerically solved with a finite-difference method and are used as 
the Green’s functions. Sakate also provides a multiple time window inversion 
improving again the result but for the sake of simplicity this last and more complex 
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tsunami source is not used in this paper meaning that the fault is assumed to be 
instantaneous.  
As we do not attempt to solve accurately the coast run up, the bathymetry map used has 
been taken from (IOC, 2011) providing an accuracy of about 30 arc-second dataset 
(about 900 meters). The area solved is about 2,500km×5,000 km. 
Two kinds of comparisons about water level data have been done in this paper, with 
buoys close to the epicentre on one hand and with buoys close to the coast on the other 
hand. Two simulations have been done, one using a fixed grid with a step size of 1.5 km 
and a second using an adaptive grid with varying step size from 0.7 km to 11.7 km. For 
both simulations a second order time integration scheme (Rung-Kutta) have been used 
and the CFL have been set to 0.5. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the far field buoys (DART) and the nearshore buoys (GPS). The 
DART data have been taken from NOAA (2011). For the GPS buoys the data have been 
supplied by partners of the TANDEM project. 
 

 

Figure 2. Area studied and DART buoys 
positions. 

Figure 3. Nearshore GPS buoys positions. 

 
5.1 Far field comparisons 
Figure 4 shows wave elevation results of the two computations (uniform mesh in green 
and adaptive mesh in red) compared with offshore DART buoys (in black). 
Globally the numerical results are quite good. The tsunami arrival is well predicted for 
the closest buoys of the epicentre (DART 21413, 21418, 21419, 21416) but a bit less 
accurate for the furthest one (DART 52402). The phase shift which is increased for the 
DART 52402 with respect to the DART 21413 seems to highlight dispersive effects, not 
accounted for with the model. However this time shift is very small so the dispersive 
effects appear to be negligible over the large distance computed here. These results are 
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in line with LOVHOLT et al. (2012), KIRBY et al. (2013) and POPINET (2015). 
However, for again larger distance propagation, Kirby showed an increasing of 
dispersive effects. Also, depending of the propagation direction studied (here mainly the 
north and south direction), the importance of dispersive effects is not equitably 
distributed (see KIRBY et al. (2013) for a large distance propagation study in the east 
direction). 
The wave amplitude is well reproduced for all buoys except the buoy DART 21418 for 
which the wave amplitude is underestimated. However adaptive mesh simulation shows 
a slight improvement of the results. It means that probably a mesh even more refined 
would improve again the results as it was shown for instance by POPINET (2012) who 
used a 3 time smaller grid than the adaptive computation presented here.  
 

 

Figure 4. Comparisons of uniform and AMR simulations with DART buoys data 
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5.2 Nearshore comparisons 
Figure 5 shows wave elevation results of the two computations (uniform mesh in green 
and adaptive mesh in red) compared with GPS buoys data (in black). 
As for the DART buoys, the numerical results are satisfactory on the whole. GPS buoys 
801 and 803 are well reproduced whereas GPS buoys 804, 807 and 802 are also quite 
well evaluated but the leading wave amplitude is underestimated for them.  
 

Figure 5. Comparisons of uniform and AMR simulations with GPS buoys data. 
 
The poorer result concerns the GPS buoy 806 where a slight amplitude shift is observed. 
Because this shift appears right at the beginning of the simulation, it seems to highlight 
a weakness of the tsunami source used in the model. SAKATE et al. (2013) proposed 
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another more complex source with a time dependant inversion. Also, GRILLI et al. 
(2013) proposed an additional submarine landslide source for this event. These models 
should be considered to clearly conclude on this point. Another parameter possibly 
affecting the propagation is the lack of accuracy about the bathymetry resolution close 
to the shore. To finish, due to large bathymetry variations, the non-hydrostatic effects 
may have consequences on the wave propagation as shown by DUTYKH & 
CLAMOND (2015) on an academic test case. 
 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, the Tohuku tsunami in Japan is simulated with the Saint-Venant model 
using or not an adaptive mesh refinement method. On the whole this model allows 
obtaining quite good results but with differences of accuracy according to positions of 
the buoys.  
For far coast buoys (DART), the numerical results are satisfactory for the near tsunami 
source comparisons. On the faraway buoy (DART 52402) quite small time decay is put 
into evidence showing small dispersive effects of the wave at this large scale and 
therefore justifying the pertinence of the Saint-Venant model on the area studied. 
For near coast buoys (GPS), the numerical results are good. However wave elevations 
on the furthest buoys (GPS 804, 807 and 802) are less accurate. This can be attributed to 
the accuracy of the tsunami source model, to the bathymetry and meshing resolution or 
to the non-hydrostatic effects.  
On the whole the adaptive mesh refinement method tends to improve the results without 
too much additional computational time. To go further in the accuracy of the model two 
focuses of work will be considered, the optimization of meshing discretization 
(associated with bathymetry) and the improvement of the tsunami source model. 
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